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Mixture of Switching Linear Dynamics to
Discover Behavior Patterns in Object Tracks
Julian F. P. Kooij, Gwenn Englebienne, and Dariu M. Gavrila
Abstract—We present a novel non-parametric Bayesian model to jointly discover the dynamics of low-level actions and high-level
behaviors of tracked objects. In our approach, actions capture both linear, low-level object dynamics, and an additional spatial
distribution on where the dynamic occurs. Furthermore, behavior classes capture high-level temporal motion dependencies in Markov
chains of actions, thus each learned behavior is a switching linear dynamical system. The number of actions and behaviors is
discovered from the data itself using Dirichlet Processes. We are especially interested in cases where tracks can exhibit large
kinematic and spatial variations, e.g. person tracks in open environments, as found in the visual surveillance and intelligent vehicle
domains. The model handles real-valued features directly, so no information is lost by quantizing measurements into ‘visual words’,
and variations in standing, walking and running can be discovered without discrete thresholds. We describe inference using Markov
Chain Monte Carlo sampling and validate our approach on several artificial and real-world pedestrian track datasets from the
surveillance and intelligent vehicle domain. We show that our model can distinguish between relevant behavior patterns that an existing
state-of-the-art hierarchical model for clustering and simpler model variants cannot. The software and the artificial and surveillance
datasets are made publicly available for benchmarking purposes.
Index Terms—Human behavior analysis, hierarchical non-parametric graphical model, switching linear dynamical systems
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1

INTRODUCTION

O

and reasoning about object motion patterns
are key tasks in numerous real-world application
domains, such as visual surveillance (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4]),
robotics (e.g., [5]), and intelligent vehicles (e.g., [6], [7], [8]).
Computer vision and machine learning techniques can capture and analyze person trajectories, and detect anomalous
movements that deviate from normative behavior found in
the training data. In fixed-camera video surveillance, this
could aid human operators to monitor many video streams,
and focus their attention on possible incidents. In the intelligent vehicles domain, accurate object motion models enable
sophisticated driver assistance systems to tracks multiple
objects simultaneously, and perform path prediction for situation analysis and object avoidance.
A few issues arise when modeling complex object motion
patterns from low-level observations. First, how is highlevel behavior structured and composed of low-level
actions; second, where in the observed space does specific
behavior occur; third, how can temporal dynamics of
behavior be exploited? Ideally, action decomposition, spatial context, and temporal dynamics should be inferred
jointly from the training data. Some previous work [1], [2],
BSERVING
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[3] has modeled behavior at the image level to capture patterns that govern the whole scene (e.g., monitoring traffic
flow at junctions). We, however, target individual behavior
patterns where execution of the same movement may have
large spatial and kinematic variations.
In this paper we propose a mixture of switching linear
dynamic systems to discover normative actions and their
temporal relations at the object level. Actions describe lowlevel motion dynamics occurring in a semantic region using
tracked object locations as observations. We use continuous
distributions in the feature space to capture variance in
action execution. As Fig. 1 illustrates, our unsupervised
approach segments tracks into sequences of common
actions and jointly clusters the action sequences into distinct
behavior classes. In our Bayesian inference scheme, the
number of actions and the number of behaviors are not
fixed but discovered from the data itself using Dirichlet process (DP) mixture models.

2

PREVIOUS WORK

Motion models are essential to tasks as tracking [9], [10],
[11], [12], path prediction [6], [7], [13], [14], and anomalous
track detection [15], [16], found in a variety of application
domains ranging from intelligent vehicles [6], [7], [8], [11],
[12], [13], [17] to surveillance [10], [15], [16], [18], [19]. For
instance, methods that build tracks from object detections
[11], [20] use motion models to reduce false positives and
resolve data association [11], [12].
When both the motion dynamics and observations can be
expressed as a linear transformation of a latent state with
added Gaussian noise, then the resulting model is a linear
dynamical system (LDS). The Kalman filter (KF) [9] can
then be used for efficient online inference, expressing uncertainty over the state by a single normal distribution. For
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Fig. 1. Inferring a mixture of switching linear dynamic systems from
tracks (see Section 1). Black crosses are observations. Tracks are
segmented into actions, each action describing a semantic region (2D
Gaussian) and motion as a linear dynamical system (mean motion
shown as arrow). Behaviors cluster tracks with similar action chains. In
this example, four actions and three behaviors are inferred. The red and
green actions distinguish walking and standing in track 1. Tracks 3 and 4
are clustered in the same behavior, but track 2 has a behavior with
different action order.

batch processing, the Kalman Smoother [21] extends the KF
by a backward pass to incorporate information from future
time steps. However, a LDS cannot represent alternating
dynamics, such as a pedestrian changing from walking to
standing [6], [7]. For such maneuvering targets, Switching
Linear Dynamical Systems (SLDS) [22], [23] use a latent toplevel Markov chain of switching states to select one of K
possible linear dynamics each time step. The K switching
states have their own prior and transition probabilities.
Unfortunately, exact inference in a SLDS is intractable as
the number of modes in the state distribution grows exponentially over time with K, the number of the switching
states [22], [24].
For online real-time inference, assumed density filtering
(ADF) [25], [26] approximates the state posterior at every
time step with a simpler distribution in closed form. ADF
can be applied to discrete state Dynamic Bayesian Networks, known as Boyen-Koller inference [27], and more
generally to mixed discrete-continuous state spaces with
conditional Gaussian posterior [28] such as the SLDS [6].
Interacting Multiple Model KF (IMM-KF) [9] mixes the
states of several KFs running in parallel, which has lower
computational cost than ADF for SLDS, and is commonly
found in the intelligent vehicle domain [7], [13].
To learn parameters, however, complete sequences of
switching states must be estimated jointly, e.g. using EM,
Viterbi or Variational inference [24]. [22] presents a Markov
chain monte carlo (MCMC) method to approximate the
switching state posterior with samples, while integrating
over the latent positions. MCMC sampling has also proven
useful when extending the SLDS, e.g., to impose distributions on persistent state durations [29]. Note that one could
learn model parameters using MCMC, and then perform
online inference using IMM-KF [30]. This paper will focus
on unsupervised offline learning of motion models, but similarly does not restrict how learned models are utilized for
online inference.
Another key difficulty when learning SLDS states, and
mixture models in general, is determining the number of
components or states K. We therefore take a moment to
review the use of Dirichlet process in non-parametric mixture models that learn the number of components. DP mixture models are often described as a Stick-breaking prior over
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any number of component weights, and a ‘base’ distribution
over component parameters [23], [31]. Stick-breaking refers
to the analogy of iteratively breaking off a part from a unitlength stick, so the lengths of all parts (plus remainder)
always sum to one, and represent component weights. As
this iterative process could in principle be repeated indefinitely, the resulting distribution is said to be infinite dimensional. A draw from a DP yields an existing component with
probability proportional to its stick length, or a new one proportional to the remainder (in which case new parameters
are sampled from the base distribution, and a part is broken
of the remainder). A concentration parameter expresses
prior preference for few large or many small clusters. The
posterior on component weights is always finite, reflecting
the number of components that the data actually supports.
DPs are therefore encountered in unsupervised learning
of mixtures in Markov models [23], [32], and topic models for
text document analysis [31] (which have also been applied
to behavior modeling tasks in computer vision [1], [2], [3],
[15]). For instance, the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP)
[31] extends latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [33], and discovers common topics in a corpus of unlabeled documents
represented as a bag-of-words [33]. HDP regards each document as a DP mixture of topics, where topics (i.e. mixture
components) are distributions over words. The document
DPs use as base distribution one global DP on topic parameters, hence documents draw topics from a shared ‘infinite’
topic mixture. Multi-level mixtures are also used in the infinite hidden Markov model (HDP-HMM), which learns the
number of states in the Markov chain [31], [32]. The HDPHMM has been further extended to the HDP-SLDS [23] to
learn switching states.
Previous work shows that models for multiple dynamics
can benefit from identifying where dynamics occur (spatial
context) and what the long-term behavior is (temporal context). For instance, [6] improves pedestrian path prediction
in intelligent vehicles with a SLDS where state transitions are
informed by contextual cues of scene layout and pedestrian
attention (determined by head orientation). Online inference
with ADF predicts various behaviors (e.g. crossing or halting
at curb while (un)aware of the approaching vehicle) that are
composed of two dynamics (walking and standing).
Unsupervised learning of behavior usually involves clustering track data, e.g with a pair-wise distance measures
(such as Euclidean [34] or Hausdorff [35] distance), dynamic
time warping (DTW) [36], or by longest common subsequence matching [7]. These methods are however not probabilistic [34], [35], [36] or computationally demanding [6],
[7], and the complexity of clustering N trajectories is OðN 2 Þ
(c.f. [15]). [37] clusters tracks with similar start and exit
regions, and learns a LDS per cluster. These track clusters
provide useful insight in the underlying behavior patterns,
and are exploited for crowd simulation.
Instead of clustering full tracks, others cluster observations into semantic regions for activity modeling and anomaly detection [35], [38], [39]. [14] proposes a Markov
decision process to model the influence of the scene layout
onto future pedestrian actions, and predict track paths
towards various possible endpoints. Here, labeled regions
found by a semantic image segmentation step, inform
where people tend to walk (e.g., road or sidewalk). Learned
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regions can also represent dynamics as local flow fields of
the continuous position/velocity pairs using Lie algebra
[40], or Gaussian Processes [5], but these methods do not
consider alternating dynamics within a single track.
Dual-HDP [15] on the other hand is a topic model that
uses multi-level DPs to jointly cluster unlabeled tracks into
behavior classes, and decompose them into regions of
motion. Each track is seen as a ‘document’ represented as a
bag-of-words, ‘words’ being quantized position / motion
pairs. Topics thus cluster co-occurring words, forming a
region of motion, and tracks with similar topic distributions
are clustered into behaviors classes. A trained HDP can
detect unexpected movements in common areas (e.g. vehicle moving against traffic) or uncommon combinations of
areas (e.g. u-turn at junction). However, quantization can
lead to sparse bins, and learned models are not suited for
applications relying on LDS [6], [9], [13].
While Dual-HDP learns long-term behavior of individuals from tracked object paths, there are also methods that
combine temporal dynamics and topic models for scenewide analysis of video. With quantized optical flow features
as ‘visual words’, topics describe regions of co-occurring
motion within frames. In [1] dynamics are modeled using a
Markov chain on top of LDA. The state of the chain determines the topic distribution at each frame. This approach is
used to learn models for traffic junctions where the Markov
chain captures the dynamics of traffic flow. [2] extends this
to an infinite mixture of infinite Markov chains with HDP,
giving more flexibility. In [3] a combination of HDP with
Probabilistic Latent Sequential Motifs [41] is used to sequential patterns of scene wide flow.

3

PROPOSED APPROACH

Our method processes track data, e.g., obtained from tracked
or annotated object paths, where each track is an ordered list
of 2D measured positions on the ground plane. In our unsupervised approach, tracks are clustered into behaviors, each
behavior defining transition probabilities between actions,
which we refer to as topics in the remainder of this paper, to
follow the nomenclature of topic models. Each topic describes
for a common action the spatial area, and the low-level motion
dynamics with an LDS. Topics can be shared among behaviors, thus multiple behaviors may contain the same topic but
use different topic transition probabilities. Since each behavior is a SLDS, the full model forms a Mixture of SLDS. The
temporal dynamics capture topic duration with the self-transition probability, and help distinguish between behaviors
with spatially overlapping actions. In Fig. 1 for instance,
tracks 2 and 3 have the same actions but different behaviors.

3.1 Contributions
Our main contributions are (1) a hierarchical model to
jointly discover what and how many low-level actions and
high-level behavior classes are present in unlabeled track
data, for which (2) we present an MCMC inference scheme.
Our model (3) extends SLDS switching states with spatial
distributions (spatial context), and (4) can discriminate
behaviors with different action orders (temporal context).
(5) Features are not quantized, but actions capture motion
and variance directly in the continuous feature space.
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Dual-HDP [15] also jointly discovers actions and behavior classes, but its bag-of-words representation does not
capture temporal order, and quantizing position/motion
pairs can lead to sparse data, even at low binning resolution.
Like [15], we derive spatial and motion distributions from
tracked 2D positions, but unlike [15] use Gaussians and
LDSs to represent both in the continuous feature space.
While SLDS has been combined with HDP [23] before,
the combination of SLDS with spatial distributions and
multi-level track clustering is novel. Track clusters provide
insight in the types of long-term behavior in the data, and
induce higher-order dependencies between actions, as
opposed to a single SLDS [23] that only models first-order
dependencies.
This paper is based on our earlier conference papers [16]
and [42]. In [16] we learned spatial distributions of where different states occur, while clustering the tracks that exhibit
similar state transitions. Compared to this conference submission, we propose an improved sampling method, and extend
our evaluation with more methodological comparisons on
datasets from different application domains. We use data
from [42], where no multi-level clustering was discussed.

3.2 Multi-Level Clustering
The data consists of J tracks, each being a sequence of Tj
spatial 2D measurements xjt with j the track index and t the
time index. In our model the indicator variable zjt ¼ k indicates that observation xjt is generated by topic k. To simplify
notation we define xj ¼ fxj1 ; . . . ; xjTj g, zj ¼ fzj1 ; . . . ; zjTj g,
and we denote the superscript t in zt
j to indicate all zjt of
track j except t (throughout the paper we use boldface notation for vectors or sets that can be indexed). Measurements
xjt are used as both spatial and dynamic features which we
dyn
denote as xloc
jt and xjt respectively. For clarity of exposition,
this section first describes multi-level clustering in our
model without the low-level motion dynamics. These will
be included in Section 3.3.
Each topic k defines a probability distribution over the
location xloc
jt on the ground plane (i.e., a semantic region) as a
2D Gaussian parametrized by mk ; Sk . Further, each track is
assigned to a behavior, indexed by cj , where a behavior, or
cluster, c defines the topic transition probabilities using a vec0
~ kc ¼ f~
~ kð2Þ
tor p
pkð1Þ
c ;p
c ; . . .g for each k, i.e pðzjt ¼ k jzjt1 ¼
0Þ1
kðk
~c
. We add extra indices zj0 ¼ init for the start of
k; cÞ ¼ p
the topic chain, such that pðzj1 jinit; cÞ is the initial topic distribution, and zjTj þ1 ¼ exit for track termination [37]. zc denotes
all zj with cj ¼ c, and xj , zj , cj are respectively all observations, topic labels and behavior labels except those of track j.
~ kc are sampled from
The multinomial topic distributions p
a DP over a behavior-specific topic distribution pc . The various p c are sampled from a DP over p 0 , which is the global
topic distribution shared by all behaviors. The distribution
p0 follows a Stick-breaking construction and thus represents
a multinomial distribution over infinite topics, although at
any time during inference only some K topics will actually
1. We shall adopt the common notation for this categorical distribution as an instance of the multinomial distribution, since indicator variables can be written as 1-of-K vectors [25].
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fact, topic labels zj form a Markov chain of switch variables
which select the stochastic state dynamics.
yjt ¼ Ayjt1 þ qjt
xdyn
jt ¼ Cyjt þ rjt

qjt  N ðmzjt ; Qzjt Þ

(8)

rjt  N ð0; RÞ:

(9)

Matrices A and C are fixed and determine the type of kinematics used. In our experiments we set A and C to identity,
resulting in a fixed-velocity model where the learned velocity is captured in the mean of the process noise, mzjt . Unlike
in [16], we let the topics share the observation noise parameters R, since this noise is typically a systematic error that
does not depend on the topic zjt . Using appropriate priors
on the noise components, the model now also defines
Fig. 2. The Mixture of SLDS, see Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Square nodes
are discrete, dashed arrows are temporal dependencies. Any time during inference, K topics and C behaviors are represented. Track j consists of Tj observations xjt , latent positions yjt , topic label zjt and has
behavior label cj drawn from distribution c . pc is the topic distribution in
~ kc are transition probabilities from topic k. Behaviors
behavior c, and p
sample topics from global topic distribution p0 . R is the observation
noise. mk ; Qk are the LDS and mk , Sk the spatial region (Gaussian)
parameters of topic k. a; b; g; d are DP concentration hyperparameters,
R ; Q ; R are priors on the continuous distributions.

be used. Note how a behavior c describes a HDP-HMM [31],
~ kc g form the rows of the transition matrix. Furwhere the f~
p
ther, the distribution p c concentrates probability mass on a
subset of the topics present in p0 , and the transition matrices
~ c are constrained to use those topics from p c . Without the
p
p c and corresponding prior, distinct behaviors that do not
share topics tend to be merged.
The hierarchical model, which is represented graphically
in Fig. 2, can be summarized as
p 0 jd  StickðdÞ

(1)

p c jp
p0 ; a  DPða; p0 Þ

(2)

~ kc jp
pc ; b  DPðb; p c Þ
p

(3)
z

~ kc g  Multð~
~ cjjt1 Þ
zjt jzjt1 ; cj ; f~
p
p

(4)

xloc
jt jzjt ; fmk ; Sk g  N ðmzjt ; Szjt Þ

(5)

mk ; Sk jQ  NW

1

ðQ Þ;

(6)

where a, b and d are concentration hyper-parameters.
Q
Q Q
Q ¼ ðmQ
0 ; k0 ; n0 ; C0 Þ are the hyper-parameters for the
Normal-Inverse-Wishart (NIW) distribution [25], which
is the conjugate prior for the mean and covariance of a
multivariate Normal. Behavior labels cj are sampled from
the multinomial c, which also follows a Stick-breaking
distribution,
cjg  StickðgÞ;

c  Multðc
cÞ:
cj jc

(7)

3.3 Low-Level Dynamics
The hierarchical model is extended with a SLDS on the
labels zj by introducing latent 2D-position variables yjt .
Topics now not only define a distribution over the 2D space,
but also the low-level dynamics of the position sequence. In

yjt jyjt1 ; zjt ; fmk ; Qk g  N ðAyjt1 þ mzjt ; Qzjt Þ
xdyn
jt jyjt ; R  N ðCyjt ; RÞ
mk ; Qk  NW 1 ðQ Þ;
Q Q
Q
ðmQ
0 ; k0 ; n0 ; C0 Þ

R  W 1 ðR Þ

(10)
(11)
(12)

and  ¼
the hyperwith  ¼
parameters for a NIW and Inverse-Wishart (IW) distribution respectively.
Q

4

R

R
ðnR
0 ; C0 Þ

BAYESIAN INFERENCE

Posterior inference in our model relies on two types of Markov chain monte carlo sampling, namely Gibbs and Metropolis-Hastings (MH). Generally, MCMC constructs a Markov
chain of samples which has as stable distribution the joint
posterior of a model’s latent variables s ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; . . .g. Gibbs
sampling draws each sj in turn from their posterior
pðsj jsj ; xÞ, while keeping the other sj fixed. However, in
some cases this posterior is hard to obtain. The MH rule
$
states that we can then instead sample a candidate sj  q
$
from a more convenient proposal distribution qðsj jsj ; sj Þ,
$
and accept the proposal sj with probability A, or reject it
and repeat the current sj otherwise, where
!
$
$
pðsj jx; sj Þ qðsj jsj ; sj Þ
;1 :
(13)
A ¼ min
$
pðsj jx; sj Þ qðsj jsj ; sj Þ
The ratio in this term effectively removes the bias that is
introduced by sampling from the proposal distribution q
instead of the true distribution p.

4.1 Dirichlet Process Hierarchy
As in the hierarchical Dirichlet process [31], the Stick-breaking distribution over p 0 does not need to be implemented
explicitly. It can be approximated by a Dirichlet distribution, using concentration parameter d in a parameter vector
of fixed length K [31],
p 0  Dirð½d=K; . . . ; d=KÞ:

(14)

This yields the same distribution as the Stick-breaking prior
in the limit of K ! 1. In practice, we fix K to an upperlimit on the actual number of clusters, which is discovered
from the data, but reduces the burden on updating all data
structures for new or deleted topics. The actual number of
clusters is found by counting the number of non-zero elements in p 0 . The prior on each p c can also be expressed [31]
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as a Dirichlet distribution p c  Dirðap
p0 Þ, and the prior on
0
~ kc  Dirðbp
each row in a transition matrices as p
pc Þ.
We now first formulate some posteriors that will be used
in the next sections. The transition matrix can be integrated
out analytically to obtain the probability of a topic sequence
zj for given p c (c.f. [31]),
YZ 
  k
 k
~ c jbp
~c
~ kc p p
p
p mkj j~
pðzj jp
pc Þ ¼
p
pc d~
(15)
¼

Y
k

Here

kðk0 Þ
mj
0

"

P

k

#
0Þ
kðk0 Þ
Y Gðbpðk
þ mj Þ
c

ðk0 Þ
k0 bpc Þ
P
ðk0 Þ
kðk0 Þ
Gð k0 ðbpc þ mj ÞÞ k0

Gð

ðk0 Þ
Gðbpc Þ

:

are the number of state transitions from zjt1 ¼ k
P
0
kðk0 Þ
are the total tranjjcj ¼c mj

Þ
¼
to zjt ¼ k in track j. mkðk
c

sition counts in behavior c.
If topics zj
c have been assigned to behavior c, the postepc ; zj
rior pðzj jp
c Þ is obtained by adding the corresponding
topic occurrence counts to the prior [31], i.e., substituting
0

0

kðk0 Þ

bpcðk Þ for bpcðk Þ þ mcj in Eq. (15). For a single transition of
k at time t  1 to k0 at t, as used in Eq. (22), this posterior
reduces to just
0

kðk0 Þ

ðk Þ
pðzjt ¼ k0 jzjt1 ¼ k; p c ; zjt
þ mcj :
c Þ / bpc

(16)

As we see here, clustering is a result from common transitions obtaining a higher prior probability.
Next, note that the Dirichlet prior on p c is not conjugate
with Eq. (15), but we can employ the auxiliary variables
0Þ
scheme of [31] to obtain t kðk
, which represent the number
c
of times topic k0 would have been drawn from the base dis~ kc . So the posterior on p c can then
tribution p c in the DP of p
be written as
!
X 0
k
pðp
pc jp
p0 ; zc Þ ¼ Dir p c jap
p0 þ
tc :
(17)
k0

Eq. (16) and (17) will be used in the next section. The auxiliary variable scheme is also used to obtain the posterior
pc gÞ, but then with auxiliary variable representing
pðp
p0 jfp
draws from p0 . We use this posterior to Gibbs sample toplevel topic distribution p 0 .

4.2 Assigning Tracks to Clusters
In [16] we also Gibbs sampled topic labels zj , while keeping
cluster label cj fixed, and in turn we sampled cj while keeping zj fixed. However, the behavior and topic labels are
strongly correlated, and these Gibbs samples can mix slowly.
To improve mixing of tracks between clusters, we here sample from pðcj jx; cj ; p 0 Þ, with zj not fixed, by performing a
MH step to propose a label cj . The target distribution is
pðcj jx; cj ; p 0 Þ / pðcj jcj Þpðxj jcj ; p 0 Þ:

(18)

In the first term, the prior c over c has been integrated out
analytically.
j
Let nj
c be the occurrence count of behavior c in c , then
due to the Stick-breaking prior
 j
nc
for existing class c
pðcj ¼ cjcj Þ /
(19)
g
for new class c ¼ cnew :
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We use Eq. (19) also as the MH proposal distribution.
The MH accept-reject also requires the likelihood
pðxj jcj ; p 0 Þ of observing a track j in cluster cj . Let zj
c be
topics from other tracks assigned to cj , then
Z
pðxj jzj Þpðzj jp
pc ; zj
pc jp
p0 Þ
pðxj jcj ¼ c; p0 Þ ¼
c Þpðp
zj p c
(20)


¼ Ez ;pp jzj ;c ¼c;pp pðxj jzj Þ ;
j

c

c

j

0

i.e. the expected data likelihood under the zj distribution in
cluster cj (for the likelihood of cj ¼ cnew , zj
c is an empty
set). In a SLDS, computing the data likelihood pðxj jzj Þ of a
track j with given state sequence zj is done straightforward
with the Kalman filter equations, as the linear dynamics
and transition matrices at each time step are fully specified.
Still, the expectation cannot be evaluated in closed form, but
it could be estimated empirically by drawing joint samples
pc ; zj
pc jp
p0 Þ, and averagfor ðzj ; p c Þ from the prior pðzj jp
c Þpðp
ing the obtained values for pðxj jzj Þ. However, most samples
from this prior will not contain relevant values for zj where
the likelihood term has any mass.
Instead, we can use importance sampling, where we
again utilize a proposal distribution q to obtain relevant
samples ðzj ; p c Þ. We rewrite Eq. (20) as


pðzj jp
pc ; zj
pc jp
p0 Þ
c Þpðp
(21)
pðxj jcj ; p0 Þ ¼ Eq pðxj jzj Þ
qðzj ; pc Þ
and compute the expectancy empirically from the samples
of q. We find that posteriors pðp
pc jp
p0 ; zc Þ from Eq. (17) and
pðzj jxj ; zj
c ; p c Þ, (explained in the next section) provide good
proposals qðzj ; p c Þ.
In summary, we first obtain posterior samples for zc and
pc , similar to the Gibbs sampling scheme in [16]. However,
[16] then constructed a full posterior to sample cj , conditioned on zj and p c . Here, we empirically integrate over zj
in Eq. (21) to estimate the posterior Eq. (18) for a proposed
cluster label cj within a MH accept-reject step.

4.3 Linear Dynamics Information Filter
For the proposal distribution qðzj ; p c Þ in Eq. (21), we need to
sample a track’s latent topic chain zj from the posterior
pðzj jxj ; zj
c ; p c Þ for a candidate cluster c. Instead of sampling
values for the hidden positions yj [23], we shall sample zjt
sequentially from the distribution pðzjt jxj ; zjt
c ; p c Þ [16], [22],
[23]. In [22] it is shown that for a SLDS the Kalman information filter can be used to compute efficiently in OðTj  KÞ,
pðzjt jxj ; zjt
c ; p c Þ / pðxjt jzjt ; xj1:t1 Þ
 


p zjtþ1 jzjt ; p c ; zjt
 p zjt jzjt1 ; p c ; zjt
c
c
Z
 pðxjtþ1:Tj jyjt ; zjtþ1:Tj Þpðyjt jxj1:t ; zj1:t Þdyjt :

(22)

The first term is the predictive distribution of the observation, found by the forward Kalman filter, the second and
third terms are topic transition probabilities from Eq. (16).
The integral can be analytically solved and expressed in
term of the forward and backward filtering statistics (c.f.
[22]). The filter also provides Kalman Smoother estimates
pðyjt jxt
j ; zj Þ ¼ N ðyjt jÞ, which will be used in Section 4.4.
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There is again strong correlation between the subsequent
topic labels, and sampled sequences can get stuck in a single
mode. To explore alternative modes within a behavior, we
first reinitialize all zj randomly, and then perform five iterations over the sequence with Eq. (22) to obtain a consistent
zj sample (typically, the zj converge after only a few
iterations).

4.4 Sampling SLDS Parameters
The SLDS parameters are Gibbs sampled from their estimated posteriors. For instance, the prior on dynamics
ðmk ; Qk Þ is NIW, see Eq. (12). Due to conjugacy with Eq. (8),
its
posterior
is
also
NIW
with
parameters
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
þk
¼ ðmQ
;
k
;
n
;
C
Þ.
Given

,
and
the
N
motion
veck
þk þk þk
þk
tors qjtjzjt ¼k associated to k by labels z, we could compute

[15] is the normalized log-likelihood, which is log
ðpðxj jxj ÞÞ=Tj . Since the log-probability is expected to
decrease linearly with Tj , the normalization compensates
for track length.
For Dual-HDP a Variational Bayesian (VB) approximation [33] is used to integrate over latent topic labels zj [15].
Following [33], this approximation introduces free variational parameters which are optimized with respect to the
lower-bound of log pðxj jxj Þ. For our model the same measure can be used, but we average over N MCMC samples
jðnÞ
pðnÞ
g from the model posterior given the
fzjðnÞ ; fp
c g; c
training data:
pðxj jxj Þ
2
3
X


1 X4 X
5:
pðcj jcjðnÞ Þ
pðxj jzj Þp zj jzjðnÞ
; p ðnÞ
¼
cj
cj
N n
c
z

Q
from the sample mean, q^k , and
posterior parameters þk
P
^
scatter matrix Sk ¼ jtjzjt ¼k ððqjt  q^k Þðqjt  q^k Þ> Þ (see [25]),

kQ
þk

¼

kQ
0

nQ
þk

þ Nk

¼

nQ
0

þ Nk

 Q Q Q 
Q 
^k
mQ
þk ¼ k0 =kþk m0 þ Nk =kþk q

Q
^
CQ
þk ¼ C0 þ Sk þ


kQ
0 Nk
kQ
þk


>
:
q^k  mQ
q^k  mQ
0
0

(23)
(24)

(25)

However, the true motion vectors qjt ¼ yjt  Ayjt1
(Eq. (8)), and observation noise vectors rjt ¼ xdyn
jt  Cyjt
(Eq. (9)) depend on the values of all latent yj . While we do
not know the true yj , recall that the Kalman Information Filter (Section 4.3) also provided posterior distributions over
these latent positions as normals, i.e., the output of a Kalman Smoother. One could then sample pseudo-true positions
yt from those posteriors [23], but this is computationally
demanding and may lead to slower convergence. Instead,
we use the smoothed estimates of the joint distributions
N ðyjt1 ; yjt jxj ; zj Þ to compute the distributions over the
motion vectors pðqjt jxj ; zj Þ, which are normals too and
 jt Þ. In Eq. (24)-(25) we then use
parameterized as N ðqjt j
mjt ; S
the expected values of q^k and S^k ,
E½^
qk  ¼


1 X 
1 X  

E½qjt  ¼
m
Nk jtjz ¼k
Nk jtjz ¼k jt

(26)

 jt :
ð
mjt  E½^
qk Þð
mjt  E½^
qk Þ> þ S

(27)

jt

E½S^k  ¼

X

jt

jtjzjt ¼k

The same strategy can be applied to estimate the IW posR
on the observations noise R, using
terior parameters þ
Q
for
expectation and variance of the noise vectors r, and þk
the spatial distributions ðmk ; Sk Þ.

4.5 Unusual Trajectory Detection
Given normative training data xj , anomaly detection
requires a measure of ‘normality’ for unseen tracks xj to
rank these tracks, or to set a threshold to isolate unusual
from normal tracks. The indicative measure proposed by
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j

j

(28)
However, averaging over the number of observations
will reduce the effect of a single unlikely observation. Since
we also model the temporal order of topics, we would like
to detect unlikely topic transitions too, even if such a transition occurs only once. We therefore propose a different measure Ecj ½mint pðxjt jxj Þ which penalizes unusual temporal
transitions more. It is not necessary to average this measure
over the number of observations.
For Dual-HDP we estimate this term from the VB
approximation’s lower-bound, taking the minimum over
the likelihoods of the quantized words for the xj . For our
model we again use the MCMC samples,
Ecj ½min pðxjt jxj Þ ¼
2
4

t

X
cj

5

pðcj jc

0
jðnÞ

1X
N n

Þ@ min
t

X
zj

13

A5:
pðxjt jzj Þpðzj jzcjðnÞ
; p ðnÞ
cj Þ
j

(29)

SPLIT AND MERGE MOVES

The MCMC sampling scheme from Section 4 samples cluster labels cj one track at a time. However, in [16] we noted
that, sometimes, assigning several similar tracks to a new
behavior class would have high probability, but creating the
new behavior first for a single track has low probability.
The sampler may therefore fail to explore the possibility of
a new behavior. This problem in DP mixture models has
also been noted by other authors [43], [44], [45]. In [16] we
presented an ad-hoc solution to address this issue, but here
we explore split and merge moves to change cluster labels
of multiple tracks simultaneously.
Sequentially-Allocated Merge-Split [43] (SAMS) takes a
‘data-driven’ approach to propose splits and merges moves
of track clusters. Each iteration of the SAMS sampler, two
track indices ja and jb are drawn uniformly, which will be
termed anchors. If the tracks belong to the same cluster,
cja ¼ cjb , a split of the cluster is considered, otherwise a
merge of clusters cja and cjb is proposed. In case we split a
cluster c, two subclusters ma ¼ fja g and mb ¼ fjb g are initialized with the anchors. Then, restricted Gibbs sampling
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[43] is used (‘restricted’ since we ignore all other clusters) to
sample one-by-one a subcluster label cj 2 fa; bg for the
remaining tracks in the cluster, updating the likelihood statistics of a subcluster after every assignment. This result in a
split proposal, which is accepted or rejected using the
Metropolis-Hastings rule. To merge two clusters, we need
to apply the same procedure to estimate reversed splitting
move, see [43] for details.
To generate a SAMS proposal, the likelihood of a track
occurring together with some other tracks needs to be evaluated multiple times. Since estimating the data likelihood of
Eq. (21) is relatively expensive, we instead estimate
pðzj jzj
c ; p 0 Þ, the likelihood of the last sampled zj , by importance sampling with qðp
pc Þ ¼ pðp
pc jp
p0 ; zc Þ (Eq. (17)) as proposal distribution,
pðzj jzj
c ; p 0 Þ ¼ Ep c q



pðzj jp
pc ; zj
pc jp
p0 Þ
c Þpðp
:
qðp
pc Þ

(30)

All terms can be computed analytically, see Section 4.1, and
we find one importance sample suffices.

6

EXPERIMENTS

We target scenarios with people standing and walking in
open spaces. In a surveillance setting, people may enter and
exit the scene at different locations, though the system has
no prior knowledge about these. Pedestrian tracks observed
from a moving vehicle also exhibit spatial structure, e.g.,
one typically walks parallel to the road on the sidewalk and
does not stand still in front of a vehicle. In contrast to cars in
driving lanes [1], [2], [3], [15] for instance, people in open
spaces can walk to the same destination along different parallel routes (i.e., spatial variation) and move at specific or
varying speeds such as standing, walking, or running (i.e.,
kinematic variation). Furthermore, we are interested in
long-term behavior [6], [15], [37], and in localizing regions
with particular dynamics [5], [15], [40].
Our baseline is therefore Dual-HDP [15], which jointly
discovers low-level topics and high-level behavior clusters,
but relies on quantized motion features. We compare our
Mixture of SLDSs (MoSLDS) to Dual-HDP on several artificial and real-world datasets.2 The Dual-HDP codebook is
created by dividing the spatial extent of the data into a 10 
10 grid, and motion into five bins (four directions, as in [15],
and a no-motion bin for people standing still), resulting in
B ¼ 500 unique ‘words’. The prior topic distribution is a
symmetric Dirichlet, with all B weights set to 100=B. We
also compare the mixture to a single SLDS [23] (with the
spatial distributions), by limiting our sampler to only use
one behavior but using the further the same hyperparameters. For all compared models, we start with a random
assignment of topic and cluster labels, generate 500 MCMC
samples, use 200 for burn-in, and keep every 25th sample.
We test 15 split-merge proposals per sample.
As default, we set hyperparameters a ¼ b ¼ g ¼ d ¼ 1,
spatial prior Q with expected center on the averaged
2. Our software, and the artificial and surveillance datasets, are
available for non-commercial, research purposes. Please visit http://
www.gavrila.net and follow the links (Datasets, etc.).
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position in the data, and a motion prior Q with expected
zero mean. The spatial, system and observation noise
hyperparameters are set manually per experiment based on
Q
intended use (e.g., CQ
0 controls large/small areas, low k0
spreads the spatial means w.r.t. their size), and rough estimates for the data (e.g., magnitude of observation/system
noise). We report parameters C0 in terms of expected std.
dev. s 0 , under the NIW and IW distributions, C0 ¼
h 2
i
s0 0
2  n0 .
0 s0

6.1 Artificial Datasets
We begin by evaluating our approach on artificially generated data from [16]. In the first artificial scenario, we define
four waypoints (labeled a to e) on the ground plane, and
five behavior classes (labeled A to E) as ordered lists of these
waypoints, see Fig. 3a. The training data contains 50 tracks
from A and B each. The test data contains 20 tracks from
each of the five behaviors. Note that behavior C coincides
partially with both A and B, D follows the same route as A
but moves faster, and E moves in reverse direction of B. For
a behavior class tracks are generated by first sampling
observations at the waypoints with added Gaussian noise
h
i
10 0
(S ¼
). Then, intermediate observations are cre0 10
ated along this track at a speed of 10 units per time step (15
for behavior D), adding again Gaussian noise at each step
h
i
1 0
(S ¼
).
0 1
R
We set hyperparameters ðkQ0 ; nQ0 ; s Q0 Þ ¼ ð:1; 50; 2Þ, ðnR
0 ; s0 Þ ¼
Q Q
Q
ð10; :3Þ, and ðk0 ; n0 ; s 0 Þ ¼ ð:1; 10; 25Þ. Both MoSLDS and
Dual-HDP infer two behavior classes from the training
data, corresponding to the tracks from A and B. Fig. 3b
shows the topics from our model, and Fig. 3c the corresponding topic transition counts. For instance, behavior 1
corresponds to topic chain init  1  2  exit, and matches
A. Table 1 shows the normality ratings on the test data per
behavior class. As in [16] (where the sampler necessitated
other parameters), our model assigns high likelihood to the
novel tracks from the normative classes A and B, but anomalous tracks from C, D and E have low likelihood and could
be separated by a threshold, especially when using the
expected minimum log-likelihood. Dual-HDP can also distinguish A and B from C, but not A and B from D and E, for
the following reasons: first, as motion is only quantized into
discrete directions [15], the speed differences between D
and A are not recognized. This could be improved by quantizing motions at different speeds too, but this introduces
again the problem of determining appropriate bins and
increases the codebook size. Second, with the bag-of-words
approach the unusual temporal order of E cannot be distinguished from B.
With a stronger prior for the limited dynamic variance,
Q Q
ðk0 ; n0 ; s Q
0 Þ ¼ ð:1; 100; 1Þ, the MoSLDS finds the same topics
and behaviors as before, but if trained on all test tracks, it
places A and D into distinct behaviors classes, using topics
with distinct mean velocities. Without doubling the codebook, however, Dual-HDP only distinguishes three behaviors in the test tracks: one for A+D, one for B+E, and a third
for C.
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Fig. 3. First artificial dataset, see Section 6.1: (a) A few example tracks generated from the five different behaviors. The lower-case letters in the plot
indicate the waypoints that define the behaviors. (b) Topics found by MoSLDS when training on only A and B. For each topic the topic label, Gaussian
semantic area, and mean system motion direction (as arrows) are shown. (c) The topic transition counts for the two found behaviors in the MoSLDS.
Second dataset: (d) Example tracks. (e) Topics found by single SLDS. (f) Topics found by Mixture of SLDS. (g) Expected min. likelihood of test tracks
(as dots) for SLDS and MoSLDS (mean in red, std. dev. in blue).

Next, we compare the MoSLDS to a single SLDS when
subtle motion differences occur depending on behavior. A
second artificial dataset, seen in Fig. 3d, contains two behavior classes for training (A and B), and two more (C and D)
for testing only. Similar to the first dataset, track data is generated using the shown waypoints, but now the added
h
i
5 0
Gaussian noise has S ¼
, except at the exits e and f
0 5
h
i
20 0
which use S ¼
. This results in a ‘spread’ at the end
0 5
which is correlated to the initial motion of a track. Training
tracks in behavior A start at waypoint a, then move via c to
d, and end in e. Tracks in behavior B start at b, then also
TABLE 1
Track Ratings per Ground Truth Behavior, after Training on Only
Tracks from A and B (See Section 6.1 and Fig. 3a),
and Testing on 20 Tracks from All Five Behaviors
log ðpðxj jxj ÞÞ=Tj
Mean Var Min

Max

log Ecj ½mini pðxji jxj Þ
Mean Var

Min

Max

Mixture of SLDS
normal A 11.3 0.2 12.3 10.7 14.8 3.3
B 11.5 0.1 12.6 10.9 15.1 1.8
anom.

18.812.9
17.913.2

C 15.1 0.1 15.7 14.4 20.8 0.9 22.519.8
D 22.8 4.8 26.8 18.1 35.4 26.4 46.825.2
E 12.3 0.1 12.6 11.8 20.5 1.0 22.519.3
Dual-HDP

normal A 3.4
B 3.9

0.1 4.0
0.0 4.5

3.0
3.7

7.7
9.0

C 4.9
D 3.3
E 3.9

0.0 5.2
0.1 4.6
0.0 4.4

4.6
3.1
3.7

12.7 0.7
6.4 0.8
8.5 1.7

anom.

2.5
2.4

10.55.7
11.16.8
14.211.5
8.7 5.4
10.96.9

While both models can rate C as unusual, MoSLDS assigns low likelihood
to D and E too.

move via c to d, but end in f. Anomalous behaviors C and D
are variations of A and B where the start and end waypoints
have been exchanged. The training data consists of 100
tracks of which 70 belong to behavior A, and 30 to behavior
B. The test data contains 25 tracks from all four behaviors,
and we use the same parameters as for the previous dataset.
Fig. 3e shows sampled topics for the single SLDS
approach. The discovered topics reflect the first-order action
dynamics, since the motion between c and d holds no information on the motion from d onward. Therefore, there is a
single topic at the end of the tracks (i.e., topic 3) which
mostly resembles motion of behavior A (which has more
training samples). The MoSLDS can distinguish distinct
actions at the end of the tracks, see Fig. 3f, since these represent the motion within each behavior better. This effect can
be controlled with the prior by weighing topic counts zc
more heavily in the behavior topic distribution p c , i.e. high
b. E.g. b ¼ 500 results in only posterior samples that separate these behaviors. Indeed, due to joint inference, the
high-level behavior clustering can inform the low-level
action clustering.
The plots in Fig. 3g show the normality measure on
the test behaviors of both approaches. Both models assign
lower probability to tracks from B than those in A, since
in the training data behavior B has a lower prior probability. However, on average the SLDS also assigns high
probability to tracks from behavior C and D, since their
motions at the start or end correspond to behavior A.
The Mixture of SLDS is better equipped to distinguish
the typical and anomalous tracks, due to the higher-order
dependencies introduced by behaviors. On average,
tracks from C have lower probability than the other
behaviors, since the motion towards to exit is unlikely
given the initial motion. Tracks from A are overall most
probable, as their actions and behavior are most common
in the training data.
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of our model on the other hand do generalize waiting areas,
as seen in the topics in Fig. 4b. This also results in less fragmented behavior clustering, see Fig. 4c versus Fig. 4e. Second, our model finds spatially overlapping topics for
people walking at different speeds and directions. These
differences are found because we have a prior on the variance of low-level motion, not due to specifying a speed
threshold for ‘slow’ or ‘fast’ movement.

Fig. 4. See Section 6.2. (a) Tracks (in random colors) and screenshot
from seq_hotel dataset [46]. (b) MoSLDS topics. Red topics have
motion to the right, blue to the left. Bright topics without arrow have near
zero mean motion. (c) MoSLDS behaviors (tracks start blue, end red).
(d)(e) Topics and behaviors found by Dual-HDP.

6.2 BIWI Walking Pedestrians Dataset
Next, we make a qualitative comparison of our approach
and Dual-HDP [15] on real-world track data. The publicly
available BIWI Walking Pedestrians dataset [46] contains
tracks top-down filmed pedestrians. seq_hotel contains
pedestrians walking along a sidewalk and some waiting for
a tram. seq_eth shows people entering and exiting the
building from where the video was shot. We place the same
Q
Q
prior on system and observation noise, ðkQ
0 ; n0 ; s 0 Þ ¼
R
R
ð:1; 100; 5Þ, ðn0 ; s 0 Þ ¼ ð100; 5Þ, and look for large spatial
Q
Q
areas, ðkQ
0 ; n0 ; s 0 Þ ¼ ð:001; 50; 40Þ. Conclusions for seq_eth
and seq_hotel are similar (as found in [16]), so we only
discus the latter here.
Both Dual-HDP and MoSLDS discover topics and behaviors that correspond to people walking in straight lines or
standing and waiting, see Fig. 4. While the benefit of capturing dynamics within behaviors is minimal on these tracks
(most tracks use only a single topic in either method), we do
nevertheless observe some clear differences, especially on
the found low-level topics. First, in Dual-HDP, waiting people are represented in the topics as ‘no-motion’ at one or
few spatial cells, as can be seen by the white dots in the
topics of Fig. 4d. These topics thus capture waiting at
exactly those spatial positions, but do not generalize over
people waiting in the near vicinity. The spatial distributions

6.3 Surveillance Dataset
In [16] we presented a novel dataset recorded at the central
hall of a large building, see Fig. 5a, using actors to perform
various roles that commonly occur there at a normal working day. Tracks are obtained using a multi-view tracker [4],
though due to many occlusions not everybody is correctly
tracked all the time. The training data (118 tracks, 2,737
observations, see Fig. 5b) contains normative behavior only,
including employees entering at the main entrance and
walking to one of the exits, and visitors that register at the
reception and wait to be picked up by an employee. The test
data of 64 tracks, see Fig. 5c, contains mostly normative
behavior, but with some exceptions: in the scene a ‘terrorist’
scouts the environment, walking in and out of view. Later, a
second ‘terrorist’ joins him and mixes with the visitors. At
some point, the second ‘terrorist’ shoots, and bystanders
run for safety.
Q
Q
R
We set weak SLDS priors, ðkQ
0 ; n0 ; s 0 Þ ¼ ð1; 10; 2Þ, ðn0 ;
R
Q Q
Q
s 0 Þ ¼ ð10; :3Þ, and use ðk0 ; n0 ; s 0 Þ ¼ ð:1; 50; 25Þ. As in [16],
the MoSLDS discovers various actions in the training data,
shown in Fig. 5d. For instance, we interpret topic 20 as the
action ‘waiting at reception desk’, and topic 16 as ‘walking to
lower exit’. Fig. 5e shows tracks from the 12 behaviors present
in this sample, corresponding to workers walking straight
from the main entrance to an exit, visitors entering at the
reception and waiting in various parts in the hall, and workers picking up visitors. Here we have used b ¼ 10 because,
interestingly, we observed that with b ¼ 1 tracks with just a
few topics in common tend to be clustered together, especially
when behaviors have few tracks. So again, increasing b results
in behaviors with more specific topic chains. With b ¼ 1 we
find about seven behaviors typically, e.g., behaviors 10 and 13
in Fig. 5e are merged. Note how behavior clusters can merge
fragmented tracks with similar topics (e.g., clusters 9, 13), but
systematic fragmentation may lead to new behaviors (e.g.,
cluster 19 with waiting people).
Dual-HDP discovers behavior clusters and regions of
motion resembling those of MoSLDS, see Figs. 5f and 5g.
However, the phenomena discussed in Section 6.2, where
standing people yield very specific topics (e.g., topic 3 in
Fig. 5f), again occur. Both models are used to rank the test
tracks, where we discern three relevant classes: normal
tracks, the ‘terrorist’ suspects, and fleeing visitors. Figs. 6a
and 6b show the normality measures for Dual-HDP and
MoSLDS respectively. With Dual-HDP, 33 out of 64 test
tracks contain words from the codebook not seen in the
training data, even at the low spatial resolution of 10  10
bins. Evaluation on the test data is still possible, since the
unseen words have non-zero probability due to the prior.
Still, the most anomalous test tracks are those with many
words that did not occur in the training data, as found in
both the normative and the suspect class. The running
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Fig. 5. (a) Screenshot from the surveillance dataset, Section 6.3. (b) Tracks (in random colors) in the normative training data. When people stand still
their tracks form dense spots. (c) Tracks in the test data, containing normal people, suspicious individuals, and people running after a gunshot.
(d) Topics found by MoSLDS, with their id, Gaussian semantic region, and mean motion. (e) Several found behaviors (tracks start blue, end red).
(f) Dual-HDP topics (" green, # purple, blue, ! red, no-motion white) and (g) behaviors.

visitors have relatively high likelihood, since the velocity
magnitude is disregarded.
Test tracks are also compared to all training tracks using
dynamic time warping [36] with Euclidean distance

measure (this gives better results than the implementation
in [16]), and the lowest DTW distance is used as normality
measure. We classify tracks while varying a normality
threshold and see from the ROC curves, Fig. 6e, that

Fig. 6. (a) (b) Expected min. likelihood for Dual-HDP and MoSLDS on surveillance test tracks, see Section 6.3. (c),(d) Most unusual tracks (circles
mark track start) found by (c) dynamic time warping, and (d) MoSLDS. Green tracks are false positives. (e) ROC curves by varying normality threshold. (f) Screenshots of the unusual tracks found by MoSLDS: fleeing visitors; wandering visitor (false positive); two ‘terrorists’ exploring the space.
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Fig. 7. (a) Tracks from the intelligent vehicle pedestrian dataset, Section 6.4. (b)-(f) Samples of learned dynamics and behavior clusters for an SLDS,
MoSLDS, and Dual-HDP. In (e) and (f), tracks start blue, end red. Tracks have been aligned such that the longitudinal axis is the road, so crossing
pedestrians move across this axis.

MoSLDS ranks the tracks best. Fig. 6c shows the eight most
anomalous tracks for DTW, but the only true positives are
at rank 6 and 8. Matching tracks globally does not consider
the common spatial variance in the training data. The eight
most anomalous MoSLDS tracks, Fig. 6d, have only two false
positives at rank 4 and 7. The two most unusual tracks are
running visitors, whose dynamics have low likelihood.
Other tracks belong to the ‘terrorists’ who walk unusually
between waiting areas. False positives occur when normal
visitors walks to a different area to chat with others, which
did not occur in the training data. Fig. 6f shows several
screenshots of these events.

6.4 Intelligent Vehicle Pedestrians Dataset
Next, we experiment with pedestrian tracks as observed
from the perspective of a moving vehicle. The dataset, presented in [42], consists of pedestrian trajectories recorded in
and around various European cities, with an embedded stereo vision system in a car. Unoccluded pedestrians have
been manually annotated with bounding boxes. Using
depth estimation from stereo vision, the pedestrian’s distance to the vehicle could be measured, resulting in 2D topdown measurement (latitude and longitude) relative to the
camera coordinate system. Obtained tracks are compensated for the vehicle ego-motion as estimated from on-board
sensors. Finally, tracks are aligned in a coordinate system
with the vehicle at the origin traveling along the vertical
axis [42], such that pedestrians on the sidewalk move in longitudinal direction, and lateral to cross the road, see Fig. 7a.
The resulting data has 423 tracks, and 4,103 observations in
total. As more longitudinal than lateral variance is expected,

Qy
Ry
Q
Qx
R
Rx
we set ðkQ
0 ; n0 ; s 0 ; s 0 Þ ¼ ð:5; 50; :25; :5Þ, ðn0 ; s 0 ; s 0 Þ ¼
Qy
Q
Qx
ð50; :25; :5Þ; ðkQ
0 ; n0 ; s 0 ; s 0 Þ ¼ ð1; 100; 5; 15Þ.
Fig. 7b shows topics found by the single SLDS approach, as
in [42], and Fig. 7c topics found with MoSLDS. In both cases,
we see clear lateral motion in front of the car of people crossing the road (in red and blue) to and from areas located left
and right of the car. These have near zero mean motion (colored white) but large motion variance, since pedestrians at
those locations move on the sidewalk in both longitudinal
directions at low velocity. We find that the SLDS and MoSLDS
topics are mostly similar here, but the MoSLDS behaviors
additionally capture which topics co-occur. E.g. in Fig. 7e
cluster 11 transitions from topic 4 to 3 (i.e., reaching the sidewalk after crossing) but then moving from 3 to 2 (i.e. crossing
back) is improbable. Cluster 2 does contain topics 2 and 3, but
not topic 4. In this data, people only stand still in specific spatial regions, and we now see no Dual-HDP topics for isolated
standing individuals (Fig. 7d), but do see regions with lateral
(crossing) and longitudinal (sidewalk) motion similar to our
MoSLDS. Dual-HDP does divide tracks at the sidewalk and
crossing areas into many small behavior clusters with little
overlap, each containing specific motion at a specific location,
see Fig. 7f (e.g., clusters 15 and 17 for crossing).

6.5 Runtime and Sampler Comparison
Finally, we compare convergence of our full MoSLDS sampler, the sampler without split-merge jumps (Section 5), and
the single SLDS sampler. Our code is written in Matlab, and
C++ to sample the zj (Section 4.3). On the surveillance data,
a run of 500 samples takes 1 hour for the full sampler,
30 min. without split-merge, and 15 min. using only one
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Fig. 8. Log likelihood of samples, plotted against sampling iterations, see Section 6.5. Thin lines are plotted for each run of a sampler. Thick lines
show the average over the all runs. First iterations are omitted for clarity.

SLDS. With J tracks of length T , K topics, and C clusters,
the MH proposals runs in OðJ  T  KÞ (Section 4.2, 4.3),
Gibbs sampling p 0 and all p c in OðK  CÞ (Section 4.1),
Gibbs sampling SLDS parameters in OðJ  T þ KÞ (Section
4.4), and each SAMS proposal in OðJ  T  KÞ. So sampling scales linearly with track count and length, but longer
tracks may require more information filter runs to obtain
good zj , and more clusters reduces the chance of good label
cj proposals, or good SAMS proposals.
We perform 10 MCMC runs on several discussed datasets.
Fig. 8 shows how the log probability of the MCMC samples
converges, where thin lines are individual runs, thick lines
show the average. The figure illustrates that without the
split/merge moves there is a risk of the sampler getting stuck
in a suboptimal region for a long time. However, this problem
appears to be more prevalent in data with some often used
topics that overlap spatially with others, such as the artificial
and intelligent vehicle data. In the latter for instance, the
crossing motions have quite some spatial overlap with the
neutral areas at the side of the road, and initially such
motions are not placed in distinct topics. The results also
show that this is only a problem in some runs, and, on realworld data, is resolved after sufficient iterations. The single
SLDS sampler converges more quickly as there are fewer
latent variables to estimate without the behavior classes.

capable of inferring informative low-level motions even
when tracks have spatial and kinematic variations, and
available training data is limited.
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